
 



Bob 

By Barent 

 There was once a man called Bob who 

was a great athlete; he was so good that 

even the gods didn’t dare challenge him. 

One lovely spring afternoon Bob strolled 

into the temple of Apollo and challenge 

Apollo to a race. 

 When this reached Apollo’s ear, Apollo 

spoke with Zeus. The almighty god was 

confident in Apollo’s abilities, since Apollo 

was the god of light and speed; Apollo had a 

higher chance to emerge triumphantly. 

Zeus gave him 5 gold coins. 

 The sky god bellowed loud enough that 

only Apollo could hear. Zeus told Apollo 



that Barent was obsessed with money. Bob 

would be distracted from the race. 

 The very next week Apollo searched 

gingerly for Bob. When Apollo spotted Bob, 

Apollo swiftly approached him and 

accepted his challenge in a confident 

manner. As fast as lightning, Bob dashed in 

front of Apollo and started to brag about 

the feeling he would get when he beat a 

god. Apollo raced away soon after that. The 

race was scheduled for the next week. 

 Apollo spawned the five gold coins in his 

coin pouch. The announcer was very 

surprising; it seemed to be Hades the god of 

the underworld, the dead, and wealth was 

announcing with a gleeful attitude. It was 



the first time since… ever, that Hades had 

ever seemed to be joyful. 

 But then, the the loud bellow of the 

gleeful god announcing the race between 

gods and mortals. The starting bell rang 

with a CLANG. Apollo and Bob dashed off. 

Bob was racing with godly speed that was 

overcoming the god of light, the god of 

speed! In one graceful motion, Apollo drew 

a coin out of his satchel; he heaved a 

mighty throw, it landed right in front of 

him. It seemed he would pass it without a 

clue.      

             

 



   But suddenly Bob stalled to snatch the 

coin from up from the ground. Then in an 

instant, Apollo overtook Bob. Bob was 

overcome with rage. Bob seemed as if he 

was running so fast that he wasn’t even 

touching the earth. Apollo threw another 

golden coin. This time it did miss him; Bob 

didn’t see it at all! Then Apollo became so 

frustrated that he threw the entire bag of 

coins in front of him. Bob tripped over the 

clump of golden, gleaming, and rare coins. 

It seemed Bob would never stop bouncing.  

 When he got up Apollo was moving so 

fast that Bob couldn’t even see him pass. 

When Bob placed the coins in his satchel, 

Apollo could see the finish line. But Bob was 

already on his tail. Apollo exploited the 



burst of speed that he had been saving up 

all day. Bob was so shocked that he almost 

lost his balance… again. Bob stood up 

crimson with rage, he burst into a dash that 

was almost equal to Apollo’s speed. But not 

quite fast enough. It seemed that Bob won, 

but at the last second, Apollo stuck his 

tongue out and won the race.  

Since Bob lost, his punishment was to 

pull the moon over the sky forever. You can 

think about this myth when you look at the 

moon move across the sky. 

THE END 


